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	This book started after teaching an intensive course on algorithms to

	working programmers in Kyiv, in spring 2016. It took more than 3 years to

	complete, and, meanwhile, I also did three iterations of the course. Its aim

	is to systematically explain how to write efficient programs and, also, the

	approaches and tools for determining why the program isn’t efficient

	enough. In the process, it will teach you some Lisp and show in action the

	technics of algorithmic development. And, even if you won’t program in

	Lisp afterward, you’ll still be able to utilize the same approaches and tools

	or be inclined to ask why they aren’t available in your language of choice

	from its authors. :)
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How the Internet Works (8th Edition)Que, 2006
Have you ever wanted to know how data travels from computer to computer, around the world? Have you ever wondered how Web sites can track users or how newsgroups work? How the Internet Works shows you how with easy-to-follow, four-color visual spreads tracking the path data flows and the hardware involved. Now entering its fourth year, How the...
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$30 Music SchoolCourse Technology PTR, 2003
"Making art your full-time job is a full-time job." If you're  ready to take on this job, then you're ready to follow the advice that you'll  find inside $30 Music School. Do-it-Yourself recording, distribution, and  promotion have made it easier than ever to make a living making music. Learn how  to thrive in this new...
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Kali Linux Wireless Penetration Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Plan and execute penetration tests on wireless networks with the Kali Linux distribution


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of wireless LAN security and penetration testing
	
		Discover and attack wireless networks using specialized Kali Linux tools
	
		A step-by-step,...
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Tradigital 3ds Max: A CG Animator's Guide to Applying the Classic Principles of AnimationFocal Press, 2011

	Finally bridge the gap between software-specific instruction and the world of classical animation with this easy to utilize, one-of-a-kind reference guide. With great relevance for today's digital workflows, Richard Lapidus presents innovative 3ds Max controls to the classical principles of animation like squash and stretch, anticipation,...
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Windows Server 2012: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Windows Server 2012 is not only the most significant update to the Windows Server
	
		operating system in recent years, but it is also all about cloud computing and the underlying
	
		technology for building clouds: virtualization.
	


	
		Many features familiar to administrators of Server 2008 R2 and other legacy...
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Handbook of Database Security: Applications and TrendsSpringer, 2007
Database security has been gaining a great deal of importance as industry, military, and government organizations have increasingly adopted Internet-based technologies on a large-scale, because of convenience, ease of use, and the ability to take advantage of rapid advances in the commercial market. Along with the traditional security aspects of...
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